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This Article uses critical race theory to analyze the impact of corporal punishment and physical child abuse on African American children’s rights in the United States. From an international perspective, the banning of corporal punishment is consistent with multidisciplinary research about the negative effects of physical discipline on children. However, throughout United States history, African American parenting oftentimes utilizes physical discipline to teach children strict compliance with authority in order to prevent deadly violence from being inflicted upon them by white people. Using critical race theory concepts, this Article illustrates how state endorsement of corporal punishment within the family and structural racism within the family regulation system diminishes the parental rights of many African American parents, as well as the rights of African American children. Exploring the thin line between reasonable parental discipline and abuse, this Article concludes that a federal ban on corporal punishment is not enough to protect African American children from harm or maintain their family integrity. When state-sanctioned violence against African American children and adults by police and white citizens is still prevalent, the United States must also recognize and reconcile the legal system’s role in creating communities where African American bodies are often bound by violence and are yet to be freed.
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INTRODUCTION

In the spring of 2015, an African American1 mother, Toya Graham, was exalted in the media after she found her sixteen-year-old son among a group of rioters in the aftermath of the death of Freddie Gray.2 Ms. Graham, a single mother raising her only son along with five

1. The terms “African American” and “Black” are used interchangeably throughout this Article. According to the United States Office of Management and Budget’s Classification on Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity, a Black or African American person is defined as any person having origins in any of the Black racial groups of Africa. Revisions to the Standards for the Classification of Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity, 62 Fed. Reg. 58,782, 58,789 (Oct. 30, 1997).
daughters in Baltimore, Maryland, was worried about his whereabouts during the protests after Gray, a young African American man, was severely injured and died in police custody. After searching for her son and finding him in a crowd of people who were throwing rocks at the police, Ms. Graham forcefully removed him from the crowd and knocked him upside the head repeatedly, stating that she was trying to protect him. Her actions were caught on film and broadcast across the country, earning her the title of “[M]other of the [Y]ear” and sparking conversation about whether her response was appropriate discipline or child abuse. During an interview about the incident, Ms. Graham made a statement with which most African American parents could relate: “[A]t the end of the day I don’t want him to be a Freddie Gray.”

Throughout United States history, African American parents emphasized teaching their children how to prevent deadly or violent interactions inflicted by white people in positions of authority. Emmett Till is the most poignant example of a child dying because of an ordinary encounter. Till was kidnapped and brutally murdered after being falsely accused of whistling at a white woman in a local Mississippi store in 1955. Black parents had to thread a small needle: they had to teach their children to believe in themselves in order to succeed in life while, at the same time, teaching them to stay in a subjugated ‘place’ where they had to be deferential to white people.


3. Lex et al., supra note 2.
4. Id.
6. Id.
8. See Tamiya King, Parenting in the Black Community: Why Raising Children Is Different for Us, ATLANTA BLACK STAR (July 14, 2015), https://atlantablackstar.com/2015/07/14/psychology-parenting-exploring-new-ideas-black-motherhood-
For Black youth, crossing this “color-line” risked violence, imprisonment, and sometimes death, often because of a perception of disrespect, or as in Till’s case, a blatant falsehood. Federal and state law enshrined this line of state authority, allowing white people to kill Black people with impunity. The “color-line” also represented the vast difference between citizenship rights and privileges for white people and Black people from the Reconstruction era through the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Even in the twenty-first century, African American children like Trayvon Martin and Tamir Rice have been killed by white citizens or police officers because of perceived stereotypes based on the color of their skin. In response to this disparate treatment, generations of African American parents instilled fear of authority into their children through harsh physical discipline, which sometimes resulted in severe physical and emotional abuse.

Discipline is viewed as a parenting technique that shapes child behavior with regard to immediate compliance with expectations and norms and long-term socialization of developmental habits.
nature of discipline varies from permissive, positive discipline that seeks to redirect children’s thinking and actions through positive praise, to more authoritarian methods, ranging from grounding and physical restraint to corporal punishment. These variations are seen in international settings and in the United States. From a contemporary international perspective, the physical discipline of children is often viewed as a violation of human rights, dignity, and personal integrity; thus, some countries have banned corporal punishment. However, the United States still largely maintains that the parental right to use light or moderate spankings to educate and correct their children is within the realm of family privacy and autonomy. In fact, reasonable discipline is described as a duty of a parent, rather than a right, along with the duty of care, control, and protection. The American Law Institute (ALI) Restatement on Children and the Law sets forth that in the context of civil and criminal proceedings, the use of corporal punishment by a parent is privileged, as long as the punishment is reasonable, “determined in part by whether the corporal punishment caused, or created a substantial risk of causing, serious physical harm or gross degradation.” This embrace of corporal punishment is especially prevalent in many African American households.

“increased anxiety, aggressive behavior, decreased academic success, and lower self-esteem”).


Research on the effects of physical discipline of children by parents varies. The research that is specific to African American children and parents reflects that physical discipline is not utilized uniformly and that “it is impossible to make blanket statements about corporal punishment.”\textsuperscript{21} It also recognizes how Black parents “used physical discipline as a tool to teach their children lessons and consequences that correspond to their cultural and community context.”\textsuperscript{22} While use of corporal punishment as a parenting strategy is controversial, it can be a purposeful, controlled, and appropriate means to protect African American children and instruct them on how to behave and survive within a racist society.\textsuperscript{23} But is physical violence, however well-intentioned, a valid way to exercise parental protection or privilege? If so, where does that leave the African American child with respect to their right to be free from physical harm, whether inflicted by a parent, any other citizen asserting statutory rights, or the state?

Using the critical race theory concepts of intersectionality, racial realism, and anti-essentialism, this Article illustrates how family and criminal laws work in tandem to diminish the parental rights of Black parents, as well as the rights of Black children. While most states allow for corporal punishment by parents in the home, they also have laws that limit parents from physically abusing their children. When physical abuse occurs, children can be removed from their homes and placed in the care of the state. This type of family regulation has disproportionately affected African American parents and children in that African American children are two times more likely to be removed from their parents and placed in foster care than white children.\textsuperscript{24} So African American families who utilize corporal punishment risk a double harm in that their parental rights can be limited or terminated based on a substantiated allegation of child abuse, and their children’s rights can be diminished or disregarded while in the state foster care system. This Article also shows that there is a thin line between protecting children from greater society and inflicting long-lasting emotional harm. It is not so clear where the limit should be drawn at a time when violence against African American

\textsuperscript{22} Id. at 969.
\textsuperscript{23} Id. at 963.
\textsuperscript{24} RACIAL DISPROPORTIONALITY AND DISPARITIES IN THE CHILD WELFARE SYSTEM 4 (Alan J. Dettlaff ed., 2021).
children and adults by police and white citizens is still prevalent. The question that remains for the United States is whether it will continue to endorse the right of both states and parents to inflict measurable and damaging harm against children of color.

In order to answer this question, this Article proceeds in four Parts. Part I discusses the basic tenets of critical race theory and how it can be utilized to examine children’s rights. Part II sets forth the intersection of slavery with parental and children’s rights, affirming the reality that slavery effectively negated family integrity for African American families for two and a half centuries. It also examines how new laws enacted after emancipation, known as Jim Crow laws, impacted the ability of African American parents to secure their family relationships and rights to their children. Part III defines corporal punishment and physical abuse and explores both sides of the law regarding the physical assault of children within the family regulation and criminal law systems. The international push for bans on corporal punishment is compared to United States laws that allow for this type of disciplinary technique in the home. Part III juxtaposes the law regarding a parent’s right to discipline a child against the state’s obligation to protect children from abuse or neglect by a parent. It further notes the disproportionate outcomes for African American children and parents within the family regulation system.

Finally, Part IV presents an anti-essentialist approach to raising African American children in light of the socio-legal duality that corporal punishment presents for African American parents. It evaluates the love it takes to protect children from physical harm by the state and prepare them to live in a racist society. It also examines the hate perpetuated by parents projecting experiences of racism onto their children via physical discipline that often leads to abuse. Part IV further analyzes the impact of using the ‘master’s tool,’ physical violence, to dismantle the effect of hatred and racism on African American children. The Article concludes that before the United States can ban corporal punishment, it must acknowledge the role of family and criminal law in the creation and development of the African American parenting experience and the lack of rights of enjoyed by African American children. A critical race theory approach to children’s rights ultimately calls for abolition of the current family
regulation system and interdisciplinary guidelines on corporal punishment for parents, legal practitioners, social workers, and judges.

I. CRITICAL RACE THEORY AND CHILDREN’S RIGHTS

Critical race theory is a lens through which children’s rights can be viewed in order to see a more complete picture of the various ways by which the law can either elevate or repress a child’s agency. As a legal field of study, critical race theory is a method of challenging racial orthodoxy within the law. Scholars use this theory to explore how the complexity of race impacts legal doctrine, the creation of law, and public policy. With respect to children’s rights, it has been used to evaluate racial discrimination, genocide, and the treatment of children as adults in the criminal system.

Foundationally, the three basic themes of critical race theory include: 1) racism is ordinary (and therefore difficult to cure because it is not acknowledged); 2) “interest convergence” offers few opportunities to eradicate racism (because it only occurs with shared racial interests); and 3) the “social construction” of race is built on thoughts and relationships. These themes have been used to explain the overrepresentation of Black children in both the child welfare and juvenile justice systems, the former of which is referred to now as the family regulation system.

This Article will illuminate how race and the

25. See generally DOROTHY ROBERTS, TORN APART: HOW THE CHILD WELFARE SYSTEM DESTROYS BLACK FAMILIES—AND HOW ABOLITION CAN BUILD A SAFER WORLD (2022) [hereinafter ROBERTS, TORN APART] (arguing for abolition of the state governed system replaced by community-driven norms specific to various cultures).

26. “Interest convergence,” a thesis created by Derrick Bell, sets forth that because white people—as the dominant group—benefit both materially and psychically from racism, “large segments of society have little incentive to eradicate it.” RICHARD DELGADO & JEAN STEFANCIC, CRITICAL RACE THEORY: AN INTRODUCTION 7 (2001) (providing that advances for racial justice are tolerated by the majority group when it suits its interests).

27. Id.

28. See DOROTHY ROBERTS, SHATTERED BONDS: THE COLOR OF CHILD WELFARE 7–10 (2002) (noting that, at the time of publication, forty-two percent of all children in the United States foster care system—described as an “apartheid institution . . . designed to deal with the problems of minority families”—are Black, “even though Black children constitute only 17 percent of the nation’s youth”); Robert D. Crutchfield et al., Racial and Ethnic Disparity and Criminal Justice: How Much Is Too Much?, 100 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 903, 910–12 (highlighting that as of 2005, the juvenile court case rate for Black juveniles is more than double the case rate for white juveniles); Emma Williams, Family Regulation,’ Not ‘Child Welfare’: Abolition Starts with Changing Our Language, IMPRINT (June 28, 2020, 11:45 PM), https://imprintnews.org/opinion/
law have impacted Black parenting and the discipline of Black children. This Article will also consider whether stronger laws that protect children’s rights to bodily integrity and autonomy should go beyond restrictions on parents and, additionally, limit state discretionary authority to inflict serious physical injury or deadly harm in encounters with Black youth.

Intersectionality and anti-essentialism are two concepts introduced by African American feminist legal theorists to account for 1) the ways in which the legal examination of race is complicated by the combination of various identities, and 2) the silencing of gendered, racial, sexual orientation, and other experiences outside of the mainstream, respectively. In this Article, intersectionality will be utilized to account for the connection of childhood status, gender, and race as it pertains to corporal punishment and child abuse. Anti-essentialism highlights the vastly different life experiences of Black youth in their communities, and how parental corporal punishment and physical abuse can serve as both preparation for, and protection against, state violence. At the same time, critical race theory compels a frank discussion of whether parental discipline mirrors violent treatment by the state, and in so doing, destroys a child’s sense of self and the rationale for dismantling the state’s imprimatur to treat Black youth as inferior.

Though they are often complimentary, intersectionality and anti-essentialism should not be conflated in the analysis of children’s rights. Critical race theory does not always have to “avoid essentialism to achieve normative commitments to social transformation.” Rather than viewing “essentialism as conservative and bad and anti-essentialism as progressive and good,” the probe of this concept should be: to what end is the essentialism being deployed, by whom, in what


29. See Kimberlé Crenshaw, Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence Against Women of Color, 43 STAN. L. REV. 1241, 1242–46 (1991) (asserting that the experiences of Black women cannot be fully understood by looking at race and gender experiences separately); Angela P. Harris, Race and Essentialism in Feminist Legal Theory, 42 STAN. L. REV. 581, 585 (1990) (arguing that gender essentialism is troublesome as it often ignores the experiences of Black women in both feminist and legal theory).

context, and what are its effects? To view corporal punishment as all bad does not reflect the manner by which it has been applied by some African American families. An essentialist per se viewpoint also does not consider the context of whether corporal punishment is child-centered or parent-centered.

Child-centered indicates that parents are purposefully using physical discipline in a controlled matter because they believe it will be in the best interest of their children, whereas parent-centered disciplining stems from a place of rage, extreme stress, or loss of control because the child’s actions are interfering with the parent’s needs.

Both types of discipline “are used among African American families, depending on the family and the challenges they may be facing.” The effects on African American children must be considered in order to determine whether the immediate and long-term impacts justify or negate their future opportunities in society.

Another critical race theory concept, racial realism, accounts for the ways in which a strict adherence to the rule of law would still result in an unequal and negative outcome for Black children. Racial realism is the concept that racial equality for Black people is “not a realistic goal” because the law is an “instrument[,] for preserving the status quo and only periodically and unpredictably” protects oppressed persons. The theory of racial realism asserts that the quest for racial equality is useless because the subordinate status accorded to Black people through law is permanent. Although the Civil Rights movement in the 1960s rid the country of blatant color barriers, other invisible forms of discrimination followed.

Today, [B]lacks experiencing rejection for a job, a home, a promotion, anguish over whether race or individual failing prompted their exclusion. Either conclusion breeds frustration and eventually despair. We call ourselves African Americans, but despite centuries of struggle, none of us—no matter our prestige or position—is more than a few steps away from a racially motivated exclusion, restriction or affront.

31. Id. at 2206 (citing DIANA FUSS, ESSENTIALLY SPEAKING: FEMINISM, NATURE & DIFFERENCE 20 (1989)).
32. Thomas & Dettlaff, supra note 21, at 971.
33. Id. at 972.
35. Id. at 373–74.
36. Id. at 374.
37. Id.
Black parents unfortunately must embrace this racial reality above all other concepts regarding what it means for their children growing up in the United States. The statistics and brutal videos of police killings of African American people bear this truth out.

Thus, if applied to a hypothetical ban on corporal punishment within the United States, racial realism would not align with the typical paradigm of children’s rights—conflicting, here, with protection against abuse. Any argument for human rights, dignity, and personal integrity for African American children flies in the face of legal and social vulnerability faced by Black people as a whole. Because African Americans as a people are still fighting for human rights within the United States justice system, Black parents are unable to pass down to their children an inheritance that they themselves do not own. In order for Black children’s rights to be equal to those of white children, all parents would need to resist the unequal treatment of Black youth by law enforcement and within the educational, health, juvenile justice, and family regulation systems. There would need to be a world where the status quo is eradicated and racial equality for Black people, or better yet, racial equity, is accepted as an achievable goal.

II. INTERSECTIONS AND REALITIES: PARENTAL RIGHTS AND CHILDREN’S RIGHTS

The U.S. legal field of children’s rights has evolved from existing as a subsidiary of parental rights to a field that recognizes the humanity, agency, and voice of children. In order to analyze parental rights, the intersection of state power and children’s needs must be considered. The authority of a parent over a child in the United States derives

38. See Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 399–400 (1923) (establishing the right and “natural duty” of parents to “bring up children” and provide children a “suitable” education); Melissa L. Breger, Against the Dilution of a Child’s Voice in Court, 20 IND. INT’L & COMPAR. L. REV. 175, 175 (2010) (arguing that children’s rights have been diluted in courtroom settings, specifically); see also Martha Minow, What Ever Happened to Children’s Rights?, 80 MINN. L. REV. 267 (1995) (setting forth the history of children’s rights in the United States and the development of ‘rights’ as a term used by different advocates to argue for equal treatment of children as adults or for more paternalistic protection of children); Martha Minow, Preface to THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF CHILDREN’S RIGHTS LAW ix–xii (Jonathan Todres & Shani M. King eds., 2020) (highlighting how consideration of children as rights-bearers forces a new analysis of traditional interpretation of rights discourse).
mostly from the Bill of Rights. Federal family law, codified in state family codes, sets forth the right of parents to raise children in the way they see fit, and gives parents care, custody, and control over children and child-rearing. The law presumes that parents act in the best interest of their children, a presumption that is only rebutted if the state determines that the parents are unfit. A critical race theory approach to children’s rights explores the fact that the state as an actor is not blind to race. In fact, the legal history of laws and cases centered on the basic rights to establish and maintain a family demonstrate that race was used to withhold from Black families the autonomy and benefits afforded to white parents and children. As this Article later discusses, the reason that corporal punishment has been such a fixture of Black parenting has everything to do with the lack of control Black mothers and fathers had over the lives and safety of their children.

Structural racism—a form of racism embedded in laws or regulations—was an integral factor of American family law, as well as other laws that severely impacted families, such as housing, employment, and education laws. The social construct of race helped

39. These rights are generally referred to under a penumbra of privacy rights that include the First, Fourth, Fifth, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments. U.S. CONST. amends. I, IV, V, IX, XIV.

40. See Meyer, 262 U.S. 390, 400–01 (noting that parents have a power and duty to “control the education of their own”); Pierce v. Soc’y of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 534–35 (1925) (affirming the holding in Meyer by overruling an Oregon state law that would have interfered with “the liberty of parents . . . to direct the upbringing and education of children”); Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 214 (1972) (holding that a state’s interest in education must be balanced against the fundamental right of parents to bring up their children as protected by the First Amendment).

41. Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 68 (2000) (stating that because “there is a presumption that fit parents act in the best interests of their children . . ., there will normally be no reason for the State to inject itself into the private realm of the family”).

42. See Peggy Cooper Davis, Neglected Stories: The Constitution and Family Values 9–10 (1997) (explaining that the destruction of Black family rights was one of the strategies that Slave Power used to support itself); Roberts, supra note 28, at 257 (“The rights of Black children must be interpreted in the context of racial oppression.”).

43. See infra Section IIA (outlining how slavery impacted the use of corporal punishment in Black families).

define and determine who in fact belonged to the family and what kind of rights parents, children, and the state maintained.\textsuperscript{45} Because family law is centered on the private ordering of families, it naturally excluded the majority of Black people as a race for almost three centuries.\textsuperscript{46} This is because the dominant status of Black people at the inception of the United States was as property rather than as persons; therefore, the law of slavery governed Black families rather than the state family code.\textsuperscript{47} Instead, “[t]he rights of Black children must be interpreted in the context of racial oppression [because w]ithout . . . social justice, rights tend to reinforce social hierarchies and benefit the most privileged members of society.”\textsuperscript{48}

The entrenchment of American family dynamics for this period of time is important to note because the recognition of human rights of any kind for Black families did not truly begin until the mid 1950s and 1960s, when Congress passed the Civil Rights Act and Voting Rights Act, overturning Jim Crow laws and voting restrictions on African Americans.\textsuperscript{49} In this way, the parental rights of Black parents was extralegal, yet depended on the law of the family in order to operate. Though all children were treated like property throughout the first three centuries U.S. history, white children were the property of their parents, whereas enslaved Black children were the chattel property of white individuals rather than their own parents.

One example of how the paradigm of Black parental rights operated outside of, yet subordinate to, the family law system of white parents is the slavery law of child status. Historically speaking, in the United States, white children born within marriage belonged to their fathers in the sense that their status and name followed the status of their

\textsuperscript{45} ROBERTS, supra note 28, at 257; Dorothy E. Roberts, Racism and Patriarchy in the Meaning of Motherhood, in Mothers in Law: Feminist Theory and the Legal Regulation of Motherhood 224, 229 (Martha Albertson Fineman & Isabel Karpin eds., 1995).

\textsuperscript{46} See Shani M. King, The Family Law Canon in a (Post?) Racial Era, 72 OHIO ST. L.J. 575, 588–89 (2011) (discussing how Black American families “do not benefit to the same extent as white families from the autonomous family unit” because “family law dictates very different consequences for [Black] families”).

\textsuperscript{47} See id. at 595–97 (“[T]he law governing slaves specified that slaves were subject, first, to the will of their masters and second, to the will of all whites.”).

\textsuperscript{48} ROBERTS, supra note 28, at 257.

father. However, during slavery, Black children derived their status from their mother, regardless of whether she was married. Since most Black mothers were slaves, children born to them were automatically slaves. While there were Black children born to free white women who had partnered with Black men (either free or slave), there were fewer instances of this type of interracial relationship than of white men and Black women. This is because the power differential between white men and Black women allowed for many more opportunities for rape and coerced sexual relationships. The gendered manner in which the law operated relegated most Black children to lifelong slavery; thus, giving control over their existence to a white owner. This control dictated how Black children would be raised, and it shaped how Black parents and kin prepared their children for a life of bondage under white authority.

The law also served to put a parental hierarchy in place within the Black family that was opposite that of the white family. Slave marriage was not legally supported, so there was not a legal unit to which children belonged. Enslaved persons were allowed to commit to one another in marriage as long as both owners consented. During slavery, the Black father was completely emasculated, as he could not protect or provide for either his wife or child(ren). In fact, the majority of


52. Id. at 68–69; Daina Ramey Berry, The Price for Their Pound of Flesh: The Value of the Enslaved, from Womb to Grave, in the Building of a Nation 11 (2017).


55. Id. at 4.


57. See John W. Blassingame, The Slave Community: Plantation Life in the Antebellum South 88 (1972) (observing how white owners had complete control over a Black father’s life, including determining his work schedule, punishment, visitation
slave families did not have fathers present on a daily basis because the slave marriages that were allowed reflected the preference of “abroad” spouses, and many fathers were separated from their families by sale. 58 On the other hand, the Black mother could, at times, operate in a way to gain some control over her children by virtue of being the conduit of new valuable property for her white owner. 59 While she often had no control over who impregnated her, Black mothers and other Black women played the largest role in raising children. 60 This same power dynamic grounded in the law of slavery can be seen in the gendered way that physical discipline and corporal punishment are meted out within the African American family. Most often, Black mothers more frequently deliver more severe discipline than Black fathers. 61 And, with rates of single parents about as high within the Black community today as it was during slavery, 62 the mother is often still the disciplinarian and nurturer of children.

A. Impact of Slavery Law on Parental Rights and Children’s Rights

While Black parents did not have parental rights over enslaved children, they were still tasked with raising them to fulfill their role in society. 63 At this time, Black parents faced the unfortunate duality of

with his family, provision of clothing, minimal food, shelter, and lack of safety for his wife and children).

58. Coles, supra note 49, at 188. “[A]broad” marriages are defined as marriages between slaves residing on different plantations with different owners. Id. The father usually lived separately from the mother and children, although there were occasions where the father was sold to the other plantation to allow the family to reside together. Id.

59. Id. at 187, 189.

60. Id. at 187 (noting that Black female slaves were impregnated by “husbands, breeders, or masters”).


62. See Steven Ruggles, The Origin of African-American Family Structure, 59 Am. Socio. Rev. 136, 136–37 (1994) (examining that “[f]rom 1880 through 1960, [B]lack children were two to three times more likely to reside without one or both parents than were white children” and that this disparity has grown more recently).

teaching their children how to survive in a racist society while trying to create a better future for them, the latter of which required life-risking resistance. Enslaved parents had to teach children proper deference and demeanor in front of white people as any action or language that questioned white persons in authority put children at risk for being whumped or sold. Ultimately, the whuppings that Black children received were about the assertion of power and control.

There were three primary rights that slaves did not possess at all or in full due to their status as human property: “personal security,” “personal liberty,” and the right to “private property.” Lawmakers restricted or denied all of these rights to slaves. Laws regarding personal freedom, for example, strictly forbade the physical movement and ability of slaves to gather without the express consent or presence of white people. The Texas Penal Code of 1857 illustrates how laws preserved the social order of white supremacy.

In the following cases, it is lawful for a free white person to inflict chastisement upon a slave by moderate whipping: 3. If a slave be found using improper language, or guilty of indecent or turbulent conduct in the presence of white persons; 4. If the slave be guilty of rude or unbecoming conduct in the presence of a free white female; 5. If a slave use insulting language or gestures towards a white person.

“Moderate use of the whip” in this context could include beatings with a switch, a leather strap, a stick, or other weapon. One of the
main defenses of Black slave parents to the “right” to physically discipline their children was their belief that a whupping at their hands was better than one from a white person.  

A critical tool of slavery was the demand for subordination. This tool was used not only by slave owners and police authorities, but by any white person in a position to use it. Preservation of social order depended on the duty of the slave to be obedient and subservient. Insubordination was not tolerated, and the penalty of homicide was justified in the law. The factors used to determine if a slave was in a state of insurrection or rebellion were that: 1) they should be openly resisting lawful authority, and 2) this resistance should be by such force to indicate an intention to maintain it to the shedding of blood. This law and other similar behavior-based laws are strikingly similar to the current laws that allow for police to kill an individual if threatened by bodily harm or if they can lay claim to a fear for their lives.

It should be noted that the penal code did not apply to Black Americans during slavery. The definitive book regarding the law of the American slave set forth that “statutory enactments never extend to or include the slave, neither to protect nor to render him leading to permanent physical deformity and illustrating that slaveowners expressed frustration and vulnerability regarding their sense of control by punishing slaves).

73. Patton, Spare the Kids, supra note 65, at 49.
74. See, e.g., 1857 Tex. Crim. Stat. art. 802 (stating that a slaveholder has the right to “the obedience and submission of his slave” as well as the right to punish slaves for insubordination).
75. Patton, Spare the Kids, supra note 65, at 48–50.
76. See, e.g., 1857 Tex. Crim. Stat. art. 802 (enumerating that the killing of a slave is justifiable “[w]hen a slave forcibly resists any lawful order of his master”).
77. Id.
78. Compare 1857 Tex. Crim. Stat. art. 564, with Me. Stat. tit. 17-A § 107(2)(A) (“A law enforcement officer is justified in using deadly force only when the officer reasonably believes such force is necessary . . . [f]or self-defense or to defend a 3rd person from what the officer reasonably believes is the imminent use of unlawful deadly force . . . .”), and Nev. Rev. Stat. § 171.1455(2)(b) (2021) (“A peace officer may . . . use deadly force to effect the arrest of a person only if there is probable cause to believe that the person . . . [p]oses an imminent threat of serious bodily harm or death to the peace officer or to others.”), and Ga. Code Ann. § 17-4-20(3)(b) (2021) (“Sheriffs and peace officers . . . may use deadly force to apprehend a suspected felon . . . when the officer reasonably believes that the suspect poses an immediate threat of physical violence to the officer or others.”).
79. See, e.g., 1857 Tex. Crim. Stat. arts. 32–33 (noting that “[a]ll free white persons” are punishable under a separate title of the penal code than are “[s]laves and free persons of color”).
responsible, unless specifically named or included by necessary implication."\textsuperscript{80} The slave, as property, cannot be deprived of what he does not have: "[t]o deprive a freeman of his liberty, is one of the severest punishments the law can inflict; and one of the most ordinary, especially when the penitentiary system is adopted. But to the slave this is no punishment, because he has no liberty of which to be deprived."\textsuperscript{81}

Every slaveholding state, therefore, adopted a slave code that defined criminal offenses of which a slave could be guilty, as well as penalties for the offenses.\textsuperscript{82}

Enslaved persons' condition of perpetual servitude meant that ordinary punishments afforded to white people were not available to them; therefore, the only way that enslaved persons could be reached was "through [their] bodies."\textsuperscript{83} The only punishments inflicted upon enslaved persons were death, whipping, branding on the cheek and body mutilation depending on the crime committed.\textsuperscript{84} Some crimes under the slave codes were capital offenses, such as the rape of a white woman, arson, attempt to poison, and insurrection.\textsuperscript{85} Notably, these same crimes were not capital offenses if committed by a white person.\textsuperscript{86}

The difference in the punishment of Blacks and white individuals for the same crimes is rooted in the difference between the slavery codes and the penal code, as well as the fact that maximum control of Black people could only be exercised through physical violence or death.

The system of control over Black bodies was built on the rule of law in the United States. While the love Black parents had for their children was no different than the love of any other parent, the operation of the law set forth a painful system of correction for Black people. In order to protect their children from physical punishment meted out by white people, Black parents used physical discipline to guide their children's behavior and impose an indelible imprint of the life-threatening dangers of disobedience.\textsuperscript{87}

\textsuperscript{80} Cobb, \textit{supra} note 51, at 263.
\textsuperscript{81} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{83} Cobb, \textit{supra} note 51, at 266.
\textsuperscript{84} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{85} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{86} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{87} Patton, \textit{Corporal Punishment in Black Communities}, \textit{supra} note 13.
whupped with small tree branches, which is still a common practice in the southern regions of the United States.\textsuperscript{88} Though these branches were not as painful as the actual whips of the slave master, they caused serious and memorable physical damage to the child.\textsuperscript{89}

III. TWO SIDES OF A COIN: CORPORAL PUNISHMENT AND PHYSICAL ABUSE

A. Banning Corporal Punishment

From an international perspective, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC), along with a good deal of social science research,\textsuperscript{90} has influenced many countries to ban corporal punishment altogether.\textsuperscript{91} Articles 19\textsuperscript{92}, 28\textsuperscript{93}, and 39\textsuperscript{94} of the UNCRC support the idea that hitting children is wrong and should not be used as a form of discipline.\textsuperscript{95} Article 19 governs the right of the child to freedom from all forms of violence,\textsuperscript{96} Article 28 sets forth the right of the child to education,\textsuperscript{97} and Article 39 governs the right of the child
to state assistance if he or she is harmed, neglected or mistreated.98 Sixty-three countries have successfully banned all corporal punishment, with Sweden leading the way in 1979.99 The most recent countries to ban this form of punishment include South Korea, Columbia, Japan, South Africa, and France, all of which banned corporal punishment as recent as 2019.100 The rationale for the ban is simple: corporal punishment is an unlawful physical assault on a child that increases the probability of adverse physical, mental, and behavioral issues.101 Corporal punishment does not respect children’s dignity as human beings and violates their equal protection of the laws. The Global Initiative to End All Corporal Punishment promotes the “universal prohibition and elimination of corporal punishment.”102 Their goals are to ensure that no child ever experiences abuse for any reason and to transform attitudes and practice so that the physical punishment of children is no longer viewed as acceptable.103

Globally, corporal punishment is widespread. Approximately sixty percent of children aged two to fourteen years regularly suffer physical punishment by their parents or other caregivers.104 Research shows that the risk of being physically punished is the same for all genders and classes.105 There are a range of negative outcomes that are linked to corporal punishment across countries and cultures, including physical and mental health, impaired cognitive and socio-emotional development, poor educational outcomes, increased aggression and perpetration of violence.106

98. Id. art. 39 (“States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to promote physical and psychological recovery and social reintegration of a child victim of: any form of neglect, exploitation, or abuse; torture or any other form of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; or armed conflicts.”).
99. Waterson & Janson, supra note 90.
100. Id. at 2.
101. Id. at 1.
105. Id.
106. Id.
The definition of corporal punishment within the family has been the subject of reports by the Committee on the Rights of the Child (“the Committee”).\(^{107}\) It is defined as “any punishment in which physical force is used and intended to cause some degree of pain or discomfort, however light.”\(^{108}\) This includes (but is not limited to) smacking, slapping, spanking with the hand or an implement—whip, stick, belt, shoe, wooden spoon, etc.\(^{109}\) It also includes kicking, shaking or throwing children, scratching, pinching, burning, scalding, or forced ingestion (washing children’s mouth out with soap or forcing them to swallow hot spices).\(^{110}\) The Committee differentiates between punitive, physical actions against children and necessary force aimed at protecting children from harm.\(^{111}\) The Committee traces this human rights obligation back to the International Bill of Human Rights,\(^{112}\) and notes that Article 19 of the UNCRC requires States to protect children “from all forms of physical and mental violence.”\(^{113}\)

Proponents of corporal punishment refer to Article 5 of the UNCRC, claiming that it justifies reasonable chastisement.\(^{114}\) It sets forth that “states shall respect the responsibilities, rights and duties of parents . . . as provided for by local custom...to provide, in a manner consistent with the evolving capacities of the child, appropriate direction and guidance in the exercise by the child of the rights recognized in the present Convention.”\(^{115}\) For example, the United Kingdom maintained that ‘normal’ punishment within the family is a private matter and involves decisions that pertain to the rights and responsibilities of parents implied in Article 5 of the UNCRC.\(^{116}\) The Committee took a dual approach, linking Articles 5 and 19 as being

---

108. Id. at 4.
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111. General Comment No. 8, supra note 107, at 5.
112. Id.
113. Id. at 6.
116. Breen, supra note 114, at 374.
interrelated and reading them together as prohibiting corporal punishment. The CRC is designed to advance the rights of the child, and "the Committee stated that corporal punishment does not fall within the margin of discretion accorded to parents by Article 5 in the exercise of their responsibilities." From a practical standpoint, it has been difficult to regulate the ban on corporal punishment within families. The main reason is that although the international ban is in effect in some countries, the government has not fully implemented the UNCRC recommendations and many have not changed the corporal punishment laws that apply to children in the home. This is true in the United Kingdom and Canada, for example. Still, there have been several unsuccessful challenges to corporal punishment under the domestic law of these countries. The reason that courts do not ban corporal punishment entirely in these cases is that courts wish to retain the discretion to determine if the physical punishment is reasonable and moderate chastisement. In other words, courts wish to allow corporal punishment in certain limited circumstances.

The United States is the only nation that has failed to ratify the UNCRC. Many legal scholars attribute this failure to the perception...
that the United States already provides adequate rights to children through existing federal and state laws. Others assert that the UNCRC will undermine parental rights and obligate the government to provide more welfare and resources to children and families than it can afford. One of the primary rights that the UNCRC grants children is the right to be free from any physical harm. This right is opposite the strong conception of fundamental parental rights set forth in federal family law cases from the early twentieth century. United States law supports the parental discipline privilege, which allows parents the right to physically punish their children with no criminal liability for assault and battery.

It should be noted that the UNCRC’s stance on corporal punishment is grounded in protecting children from both physical and mental harm. Research shows that physical discipline is harmful to the emotional development of children and, in many cases, has a

human-rights/treaty-ratification/theres-only-one-country-hasnt-ratified-convention-childrens [https://perma.cc/HQQ2-CMZW]


125. See, e.g., Wilkins et al., Why the United States Should Not Ratify the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 22 ST. LOUIS U. PUB. L. REV. 411, 418–19, 424, 429 n.101 (2003) (arguing that the UNCRC impermissibly strips parents of authority and would require the United States to invest new resources into programs for children); Mehta, supra note 123 (stating that opposition to ratification of the UNCRC is “based on incorrect assumptions about [the treaty’s] implications for U.S. law and how the convention affects U.S. sovereignty and our interpretation of federalism”).
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negative impact on children that endures through adulthood.\textsuperscript{130} Some studies have noted the cultural differences in the effects of corporal punishment, showing that there are significant differences in the behavioral problems of white versus Black Americans and Hispanics.\textsuperscript{131} The outcomes for children may depend on how children perceive their parents’ disciplinary messages, and parental warmth and involvement can alter the message received by showing that the discipline is “carried out in a careful manner with their best interests at heart.”\textsuperscript{132}

\textbf{B. Allowing Physical Discipline}

Every state in the United States allows for corporal punishment through statutory or common law.\textsuperscript{133} These laws are based on the premise that properly administered physical discipline “promotes child welfare and helps to encourage proper behavior.”\textsuperscript{134} While the laws vary from state to state, physical punishment must be reasonable and not excessive. Parents are inoculated from criminal liability in every jurisdiction in that the right to use force against children is a privilege or an affirmative defense to the allegations of assault.\textsuperscript{135} Broad language in many state statutes allow for discretion and subjectivity regarding whether the force is reasonable.\textsuperscript{136} Typically, the laws governing corporal punishment provide that the physical discipline should be commensurate with the negative behavior or act(s) of the child.\textsuperscript{137} Indeed, more than 70\% of American parents surveyed in 2012

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[132.] \textit{Id.} at 96.
\item[133.] \textit{RESTATEMENT OF CHILDREN AND THE LAW} § 3.24 (AM. INST., Tentative Draft, 2019).
\item[134.] Hazel Blum, \textit{Reforming (But Not Eliminating) the Parental Discipline Defense}, 49 U. \textit{MICH. J.L. REFORM} 921, 921 (2016).
\item[135.] \textit{RESTATEMENT OF CHILDREN AND THE LAW} § 3.24 (AM. INST., Tentative Draft, 2019); Blum, \textit{supra} note 134, at 923.
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agreed that “it is sometimes necessary to discipline a child with a good, hard spanking.” However, a more recent cross-sectional study showed that 49% of children aged zero to nine were subject to corporal punishment, and 23% of older children aged ten to seventeen experienced corporal punishment, with an overall rate of 37%.

In addition, nineteen states allow physical discipline within public schools. While the law regarding corporal punishment within schools is different than the law governing private families, there are similarities regarding the impact of the laws on African American children. Studies show that Black girls and boys were subject to harsher forms of discipline than their white counterparts, and that the relative magnitude of racial disparity is greater among Black girls. Often school is the site where Black children experience disparate treatment regarding situations that are normal for immature adolescence. In fact, research shows that among African American children, corporal punishment results in fewer behavioral problems in the school setting. Because the primary rationale for Black parents who discipline their children with a child-centered outlook is teaching obedience and respect, firm stances against moderate parental misconduct.”); NEB. REV. STAT. § 28-1413(1) (declaring that “[t]he use of force” by a parent, guardian, or a “person similarly responsible for the general care and supervision of a minor” is justified if used to “safeguard[] or promot[e] the welfare of the minor, including the prevention or punishment of his or her misconduct” so long as it does not “create a substantial risk of causing death, serious bodily harm, disfigurement, extreme pain or mental distress, or gross degradation”).
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physical discipline could present devastating outcomes for some children in all facets of their lives.\textsuperscript{144}

Scholars debate whether physical discipline should be supported by law, and the tension that exists regarding whether it is a duty, right, and/or privilege of a parent to exercise force when teaching or punishing a child has not been resolved by the growing global trend to ban corporal punishment. A child wellbeing framework posits that parents should be afforded their constitutional right to privacy within the home, and they are best suited to determine whether physical discipline will benefit their child.\textsuperscript{145} Rather than viewing the privilege of reasonable or moderate discipline as an endorsement of corporal punishment, it can be interpreted as a limitation on state intervention, which all too often has detrimental effects on African American families.\textsuperscript{146} If the privilege were to be abolished, state power to remove children from parents would greatly expand and the harm caused by child removal and coercive state intervention would likely be much greater than the harm caused by spankings.\textsuperscript{147}

\section*{C. Regulating Child Maltreatment}
Although the majority of states legally support the physical discipline of children, each state has laws that regulate child abuse and neglect.\textsuperscript{148} Physical abuse is usually defined as hitting a child so harshly that there are visible marks and skin bruises.\textsuperscript{149} A substantiated report of physical abuse can result in the temporary removal of a child or children from a parent’s care.\textsuperscript{150} The presumption that all parents act in the best interest of their child is rebutted by sufficient proof that abuse or
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neglect has occurred, and there is an immediate danger to the child’s safety and well-being. Psychological abuse typically accompanies physical abuse, although it is much more difficult to legally prove and demonstrate harm.

One of the primary issues related to the use of corporal punishment in African American families is the overrepresentation of African American children in the family regulation system. Research shows that African American children are disproportionately overrepresented in being victims of reported maltreatment, at a rate of almost twice their proportion in the general population. While there has been debate about whether racial bias is the cause of this overrepresentation, findings do show a correlation between poverty and the role of race as a factor in contributing to a greater assessment of risk in decision-making regarding child removal. Ultimately, racial bias and discrimination among child welfare staff and mandatory reporters (like teachers and health professionals), as well as institutional racism, may be inherent in the policies and practices of child welfare agencies.

While only 17% of Black children removed from their families and in foster care are because of allegations of physical and sexual abuse, over half of all Black children will undergo an investigation by the family regulation system before they reach the age of majority. Typically child maltreatment allegations occur together, and neglect is the most common reason for child removal of all children. Once an investigation begins, inquiries about child discipline and physical abuse are routine, and corporal punishment can often be a subsequent rationale for permanent separation or termination of parental rights if children report that objects are used and there are old scars on their bodies.

151. See generally CHILD WELFARE INFO. GATEWAY, supra note 149 (describing several statutes regarding child abuse or neglect at the state level).
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IV. AN ANTI-ESSENTIALIST APPROACH TO RAISING AFRICAN AMERICAN CHILDREN: A THIN LINE BETWEEN LOVE AND HATE

The stories of “Baltimore Mom” Toya Graham and National Football League (NFL) star, Adrian Peterson, are familiar to many Black families in the United States. Between 2014 and 2015, the physical harm both parents meted out against their children caused a media maelstrom.\(^{158}\) In one family’s public situation, a mother was praised for physically assaulting her teenage son multiple times.\(^{159}\) Alternatively, in the other family’s private situation, a father was arrested for negligent injury to a child for whipping his toddler son with a tree branch, leaving numerous bruises and cuts over the lower half of the child’s body.\(^{160}\) In both instances, the parents asserted that they were disciplining their children from a place of love.\(^{161}\) Why was one parent’s actions lauded by the city police commissioner and the U.S. President\(^{162}\) while the other parent was jailed and chided by the NFL and most of America?\(^ {163}\) How is it that a mother’s public beat down of her sixteen-year-old son draws little sympathy for the physical welfare of her child, yet a father trying to instill a sense of authority and respect in his four-year-old son maintains no right to raise his child as he sees fit?\(^ {164}\)

The contrast between these two situations is stark. One male child is arguably old enough to defend himself from an attack from an adult, while the other male child is helpless. One Black male is a teenager, who is often seen as a threat and a criminal by police, and the other Black male still has a baby face and several years before the police will
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view him with suspicion. But many Black parents, especially those with sons, acknowledge that the toddler’s time is coming. In fact, many Black parents live in fear of what might happen to their Black man-child if or when the police, or another white person with authority, perceives him as a threat to their life.

American children are often essentialized in that the normative standard for a child’s status and well-being is often that of a white, middle-class child. Children whose identities encompass more than one identifier—female, Black, poor, disabled—experience life in a much different way than the norm. African American children grow up in a much different reality than white children, and African American parents do not have the privilege of believing that most white adults and white police officers will treat their children as they treat their own white children. This vast difference in the way in which Black parents must parent their children was not given much attention by mainstream America until 2015 and 2016, after the deaths of many unarmed Black men and women by police. “The Talk,” often viewed as a rite of passage, is the conversation initiated by parents and elders with Black children about how to survive in racist world. It particularly provides instructions on how to react when the police pull you over in a car, stop and frisk you on the street, or when a shop owner follows you in a store. An anti-essentialist approach of rights that support parenting would recognize that Black parents must impart certain survival tactics to their children that white parents do not have to consider. Their children’s life circumstances are vastly distinct because of the history of police brutality and legal treatment of Black people.
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Anti-essentialism provides a lens with which to evaluate corporal punishment in different ways based on the varying circumstances of parents and children. The questions posed regarding how one parent’s violent action can be revered while the other’s is condemned opens a larger conversation about the interpretation of anti-essentialism. The concept of anti-essentialism begins with pushback on a unitary framework based on one point of view. In *Race and Essentialism in Feminist Legal Theory*, Professor Angela Harris critiques white feminists for presenting women as white, and for theorizing sexism from the experiences of white women.\(^\text{169}\) Anti-essentialism stands for the concept that there is no one way of viewing the experiences of a group of people. In the instance of corporal punishment, all children cannot be lumped together and viewed as similarly situated. At every turn, Black children in the United States are dealt with differently by the state, and any freedom that they acquired came with the hard-fought freedom of their parents. As mentioned earlier in this Article, 1965 was the turning point for Black citizens and the rights afforded them by the federal government. The reality that the racial caste system in the United States is only one generation removed from present day is a reminder of the concept of racial realism. Current politics that misconstrue critical race theory in order to remove discussions of race, the history of slavery, and the harm caused by structural racism from the public educational system demonstrate how efforts to subordinate racial groups morph to achieve the goal of maintaining the status quo of color blindness, while ignoring the realities faced by those seeking equality or equity.

The parenting of Black children was inextricably affected by the dehumanizing and violent experience of slavery and terror inflicted on Black communities during the post-Reconstruction era. The law was designed to allow white people to exert control over Black human beings through control over their bodies.\(^\text{170}\) There were specific laws that slave holders used to force slaves to submit to their commands,\(^\text{171}\) and there was a specific ideology grounded in racial inferiority that was the foundation of these laws.\(^\text{172}\) Rooted in science, the belief that Black people were less mentally equipped and more physically endowed
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played a large part in the cycle of abuse within Black families.\footnote{173} It also plays a large part in “The Talk” that sometimes comes after a parent’s physical abuse, explaining why the parent must be hard on a Black child, or at a later age when a Black child is able to understand race as a concept, and how it impacts his or her larger environment.\footnote{174} A recent documentary and commercials have highlighted “The Talk” that African American parents have with their children about how the world may treat them negatively because of the color of their skin.\footnote{175} Both depict the words that parents use as uplifting and encouraging, strongly promoting love of self and identification as members of a proud ancestry.\footnote{176} “The Talk” can be viewed as both incongruent with physical discipline and an accompaniment to corporal punishment intended to educate or correct. The two methods highlight the thin line between what a child views as love and hate.

A. Love: Protecting Children from Outside Harm

One of the primary goals of a parent is to teach their child that they are safe and that, as a parent, they will protect the child from harm. Black parents in the United States, no matter what socio-economic status, have never been able to inoculate their children from the harm that is associated with racism. Racism as a theory is founded on the idea that a particular race is inferior, or less than, another race, and that, because of this inferiority, the treatment of that particular race should be different, or worse than, the other race. Love of self is key to teaching a child to be secure as they step out into the great big world. Racism experienced by Black children can cause them to question their self-identity and doubt their worth within society.\footnote{177} Personal liberty and personal security are still rights that African American

\footnote{173} See Patton, Corporal Punishment in Black Communities, supra note 13 (suggesting that slaves were “in constant fear of their lives and those of their children,” causing “parents to interpret cruelty as love” and attempting to prepare their children for “the chronic stresses they would face to keep them alive”).
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children cannot truly claim because there is an abiding knowledge that they are not free to move about their communities in the same way as white children, and their safety is continuously imperiled.

Everyday occurrences in Black communities around the United States reinforce the idea that Black children and Black people as a group are at risk for harm and early death. In his book, *Chokehold: Policing Black Men*, Paul Butler explains how the Black experience in America is analogous to a chokehold. He defines a chokehold as “a process of coercing submission that is self-reinforcing,” and explains that it “is a way of understanding how American inequality is imposed.” He expounds by stating that the chokehold “is the process by which [B]lack lives are made vulnerable to death imposed by others and . . . [by] African Americans themselves,” made possible “through overt state violence—such as the way communities of color are policed—and slower forms of vulnerability,” like gentrification and murder within the Black community. Corporal punishment can be seen as another form of vulnerability that causes overall harm to African American children because it serves to teach and reinforce deference to a violent state.

Discriminatory and aggressive policing in Black communities has socialized a generation of Black teenagers to fear, resent, and resist the police. In fact, when interviewed, Toya Graham’s son, Michael Singleton, stated that the reason that he protested the police was because of friends who had been beaten up and killed by the police. The pervasiveness of state control over Black people manifested in coping mechanisms and survival skills that African Americans have developed to persevere and raise families within an oppressive social structure. Author Stacey Patton connects the destructive cycle of physical discipline for Black parents:

Black parents are taught, and teach one another, that the only way to protect kids from the violence of white racism is to mimic the
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methods and logic of society, but they become vilified and punished for doing that as well. And as [B]lack parents perpetuate this culture of physical discipline against their children, white America argues that violence, including whupping children, is exceptional and unique to Blackness even though white people taught us to whup and break the will of our children during slavery.\textsuperscript{184}

Despite the fact that the concept of beating a child into submission or good behavior came from slavery and Christian teachings,\textsuperscript{185} it has contributed to the disproportionate number of child removals in Black families.\textsuperscript{186}

\textbf{B. Love: Preparing Children for the Experience of Racism}

While there are many minorities who experience racism and discrimination, there is a unique part of the job of Black parenting—or parenting a Black child—in America that is unlike that of any other race. For most parents, “the general goal of the socialization process is to make children familiar with statuses, social roles, and prescribed behavior.”\textsuperscript{187} Black parents are responsible for socializing their children such that they are aware of their history and place within the United States. This requires teaching them about the significance of racism and discrimination, as well as being a buffer between their children and society.\textsuperscript{188} Parents are “a filter of societal information and a primary interpreter of the social structure for their children.”\textsuperscript{189} Inculcating race into the socialization process is part of establishing a racial identity for children in Black families across all income levels because history has proven that economic status cannot protect any Black child from the systematic restrictions, disparate treatment, and degradation that comes with being a member of the Black race.

\textsuperscript{184} Patton, Spare the Kids, supra note 65, at 21.
\textsuperscript{185} Id. at 37–50; Thomas & Dettlaff, supra note 21, at 966–68.
\textsuperscript{186} See Marian S. Harris, Racial Bias as an Explanatory Factor for Racial Disproportionality and Disparities in Child Welfare, in RACIAL DISPROPORTIONALITY AND DISPARITIES IN THE CHILD WELFARE SYSTEM 144 (Alan J. Dettlaff ed., 2021) (noting that a U.S. Children’s Bureau study of nine child welfare agencies revealed that parents of color are reported for child abuse and neglect more often than white parents, and failure to understand cultural norms of populations of color in addition to racial bias prevented caseworkers from making good child welfare decisions).
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Research shows that Black children are not as negatively affected by corporal punishment as white children or European children, and a primary reason for this difference in outcome is that the disciplinary practices of most Black parents originate from a place of family strength and love.\textsuperscript{190} When used moderately and appropriately, corporal punishment has sometimes shown beneficial outcomes for African American children.\textsuperscript{191} There is research that places the physical discipline of African American children in context with 1) the trauma rooted in slavery and present-day institutional racism, and 2) the potential relationship between the overrepresentation of African American children in the U.S. family regulation system and African American parenting strategies.\textsuperscript{192}

Interestingly, most of the studies about the physical discipline of children include only the mother as parent, and not the father.\textsuperscript{193} The gendered dynamic of the mother as chief disciplinarian of the children within the family is a reflection of family structure as well as the mother’s role within the family.

C. Hate: Projecting Experiences of Racism on Children Through Corporal Punishment

“Parenting While Black” has been a popular phrase used to highlight the different stressors on parents raising African American children in the United States.\textsuperscript{194} Despite celebrating several civil rights milestones in the past few years,\textsuperscript{195} Black parenting is still plagued by the legacy of slavery laws.\textsuperscript{196} Many of the problems that Black families face are
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related to their fears for the safety of their children, particularly their sons. Often harsh, physical discipline was historically, and continues to be, used by Black parents as a tool to teach their children how they could survive and excel in spite of discrimination.

To say it plainly, the very survival of Black children depended on their compliance with laws designed to subordinate them. These laws are designed to mentally and physically lock the Black child in a certain place. Ultimately, slavery laws were about the control of Black bodies. Current day family, housing, education, employment, and criminal laws and practices arguably still do the same exact thing. These laws accomplish the same goal: they instill fear in Black parents and children such that it inhibits where and how they move throughout the world. This fear is passed down through generations because in every generation there are experiences of violence that children see in their environment.

Perhaps the most well-known violent act against a Black child that the United States laid witness to was the brutal murder of Emmett Till, a fourteen-year-old Black youth from Chicago, Illinois, who was beaten and drowned for allegedly whistling at a white woman in Money, Mississippi. The difference between what children living in the North and South learned from their parents, and what they were disciplined for, was crucial. Lessons in the South were often more brutal because the consequences were deadly.

threatening punishments the slave code allowed white people to inflict if a slave was considered disobedient).
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Ta-Nehisi Coates’ highly acclaimed book, *Between the World and Me*, poignantly captures how his parents’ fear of violence from the outside world impacted him, and how the same fear influenced his grandparents’ parenting of his mother and father. Coates’ book is a letter to his son that tries to explain the meaning of race and racism and what it means to live in a Black body in the United States. In the book, Coates illustrates how the fear is passed down:

I felt the fear in the visits to my Nana’s home in Philadelphia . . . . I barely knew her, but what I remember is her hard manner, her rough voice. And I knew that my father’s father was dead and that my uncle Oscar was dead and that my uncle David was dead and that each of these instances was unnatural. And I saw it in my own father, who loves you, who counsels you, who slipped me money to care for you. My father was so very afraid. I felt it in the sting of his black leather belt, which he applied with more anxiety than anger, my father who beat me as if someone might steal me away, because that is exactly what was happening all around us. Everyone had lost a child, somehow, to the streets, to jail, to drugs, to guns.

Coates states that his father’s fears manifested within him a fear of those who loved him the most:

I remember watching him in a kind of daze, awed at the distance between punishment and offense. Later, I would hear it in Dad’s voice—“Either I can beat him, or the police.” Maybe that saved me. Maybe it didn’t. All I know is, the violence rose from the fear like smoke from a fire, and I cannot say whether that violence, even administered in fear and love, sounded the alarm or choked us at the exit.

Coates, in turn, shared with his son the observation that “[i]n America it is traditional to destroy the [B]lack body—it is heritage.”

On the heels of the acquittal of the Ferguson, Missouri police officers for the death of Michael Brown, Coates’ book is written to make sense of the more recent killings of multiple Black individuals at the hands of white police or citizens, including Eric Garner, Renisha McBride, John Crawford, Tamir Rice, Jordan Davis, and Trayvon Martin, a seventeen-year-old unarmed Black youth who was shot to death in his own neighborhood by a white-Hispanic male “policing” the
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community. Martin’s death was the match that lit a national civil rights movement, Black Lives Matter, which gained traction with every Black teen and adult killed by the police across the United States.

Of particular note was the shooting death of Jordan Edwards, a Black fifteen-year-old, straight A student-athlete from Dallas, Texas. Edwards was shot and killed in a car when he was leaving a high-school party. Unarmed and in the front passenger seat, his life was taken in the presence of his older brother who was driving, another brother, and two friends (who were twin brothers). The policeman who shot Edwards, Roy Oliver, lied initially about what happened, apparently to try and show that he was in fear for his life when he shot into the vehicle. His version of the incident did not hold water: his partner, Tyler Gross, told jurors that he did not feel like his life was endangered, and bodycam footage showed Jordan’s car driving away. The officer was immediately terminated from the police department, and a jury eventually found him guilty of murder. A Dallas county jury sentenced him to fifteen years in prison, and he was the first police officer convicted and sentenced in Dallas County since the 1970’s.
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The passage of time has brought more deaths of Black men and women shot by the police. Eighteen-year-old Michael Brown was shot by Officer Darren Wilson in Ferguson, Missouri “based on the descriptions he heard on the radio” of a suspect for shoplifting in 2014.215 He was innocently walking down the street when approached by Officer Wilson.216 Michael Brown’s murder sparked the “hands up, don’t shoot” chant in the protests that ensued.217 Twenty-two-year-old Stephon Clark was shot multiple times in Sacramento, California after officers responded to a 911 call reporting someone breaking windows.218 Officers spotted Stephon Clark in the area hopping the fence to his grandmother’s home.219 Twenty-eight-year-old Atatiana Jefferson was shot in her home after hearing a disturbance in her backyard.220 She grabbed her pistol to investigate the noise and was fatally shot by a police officer responding to a welfare check after noticing her front door was open.221 Twenty-five-year-old Ahmaud Arbery was targeted by a retired police officer, Gregory McMichael, and his son during his Sunday jog.222 The McMichaels claimed Ahmaud Arbery matched the description of a burglar who had been hitting their neighborhood.223 Forty-seven-year-old George Floyd was confronted by police officers investigating his alleged use of a
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counterfeit bill. Video footage of Officer Derek Chauvin shows the officer’s knee on George Floyd’s neck, causing him to suffocate to death. The frequency with which these killings occurred was only surpassed by the number of times that the police were acquitted of any criminal wrongdoing by the court system. Arbery’s killers and Derek Chauvin have been some of the few white men or police officers convicted and held accountable for killing a Black man.

D. Hate: Using the Master’s Tools to Dismantle the House

It has long been recognized within the Black community that the mindset behind the abuse meted out against Black children is similar to that of the master during slavery. The perpetuation of this ugly form of mental and physical violence within our Black families is a curious dichotomy, one that can be analogized to an Audre Lord quote:

For the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house. They may allow us temporarily to beat him at his own game, but they will never enable us to bring about genuine change.

Racism and homophobia are real conditions of all our lives in this place and time. I urge each one of us here to reach down into that deep place of knowledge inside herself and touch that terror and loathing of any difference that lives here. See whose face it wears. Then the personal as the political can begin to illuminate all our choices.

A famous but false publication entitled “The Willie Lynch Letter and the Making of a Slave” by Willie Lynch, gained traction among
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African American scholars and a few leaders by exhorting that white slave owners taught Black male slaves how to oppress Black women and children through domestic violence. In so doing, control of the Black race was assured because of fear. While William Jelani Cobb has debunked the veracity of the Willie Lynch Letter, he explains the true foundations upon which the lie was built.

Often individual responsibility and culture are used to explain Black parents’ harsh discipline of their children. This is an incomplete and myopic assertion, based on an essentialist framework that a child’s environment and how a child is raised is within the sole control of the parent. America has not been called to the truth and reconciliation necessary to move past the legacy of slavery in its citizens’ educational, political, legal, economic, or social lives. Similarly, the Black community has not reconciled the personal intergenerational effects of slavery and racism on children’s experience of violence in the home.

From an intersectionality and anti-essentialist perspective, Black childhood exists in many forms, and the experience of a Black female cisgender child in the northeastern city is completely different than a Black homosexual male child in a southern town. The intersections for both Black children and parents are many, and none of them are the same or “regular.” In order to break down the master’s tool of violence within Black families, perhaps the best way to view the choices available for parenting strategies for African American parents is that there can be multiple sets of categories for teaching children necessary obedience, as well as introducing them to societal realities.
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E. Thin Line: A Child’s Right to Be Free

“At the end of the day, I don’t want my son to be another Freddie Gray.”233

“If it was me, I’m gonna beat you before I let the cops kill you . . . I’m not gonna let them fall victim to the streets.”234

These quotes reflect the desire of two African American parents who want their sons to survive and thrive in a world designed to keep them in a certain place. An enduring question for Black parents is ‘what can be done to ensure that our children will be truly free?’ Most parents would give their lives to secure their child’s life. The love a parent has for a child is the highest love humans claim to experience. How does a parent love, nurture, and care for a child only to teach them repeatedly that you have to act in a way that does not conform to the way you think about yourself or others? It is a dichotomy that has not been reconciled within the Black community because one generation still operates from a well-founded fear that if they do not beat children into submission, they will be sacrificing them to the greater world, which does not love them. Black parents who physically discipline their children, sometimes to the point of abuse, often believe that they are teaching the child that they cannot behave in the same manner as a white child because a Black child is not free to move or operate in the world as they please. Black parents are teaching their children that many white people, especially those in authority, have and hold a power over them. As criminal law and critical race scholar Paul Butler states poignantly, the chokehold “is the invisible fist of the law.”235

Critical race scholar and professor Hiroshi Motomura set forth three principles at the center of each civil rights movement in the United States: 1) freedom of movement, 2) citizenship rights, and 3) economic integration.236 Slavery laws and most every law pertaining to persons of color within the 365 years of legal apartheid in the United
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States were designed to suppress these three principles. These align with the rights that were taken from the enslaved person—personal liberty, personal security, and the right to private property. Violence is the tool that was used in the past to prevent Black people from seeking these three rights and principles. It is still a very present threat for Black parents and children who continue to see violent encounters with citizens and police during the normal course of Black people’s lives.

The rule of law has enshrined violence against Black children as well as adults. While Coates’ statement that the destruction of the Black body is part of America’s heritage, the question remains: should the United States continue to endorse the right of both the states’ and parents’ right to inflict measurable and damaging harm against children of color? If the United States were to ban corporal punishment in the home, would it also reconcile the sheer force with which the state kills the Black body with legal impunity? Would this ban be merely pro forma in the sense that it would be enacted to satisfy the minimum international requirements, but in practice would continue to uphold parental rights to physically discipline their children?

From a historical perspective, slavery, Jim Crow laws, and the bifurcation of punishment of white and Black Americans for crimes has ultimately had more influence over Black parenting than current family regulation laws. Despite the fact that Black parents may suffer temporary or permanent removal of a child, they may prioritize their child’s ultimate survival in a racist world above their family integrity. The reality is that many states will not terminate the parental rights of Black parents or jail them for physical discipline of their children that does not rise to the level of abuse. Some states have an interest in order and obedience, and prefer Black children feel fear. Other states will remove Black children from their parents to prevent further physical harm, and some of these cases are warranted. In order for legal and policy changes to occur in the United States, family, juvenile, and criminal law systems must acknowledge the role of the law in the creation and development of the Black parenting experience.

CONCLUSION

In the context of assessing corporal punishment laws, a critical race theory approach opens a dialogue that leads to more questions than answers. While banning corporal punishment in order to align with international law trends and policy would make logical sense, it does not consider the ideology of slavery laws and their influence on African American families who struggle to survive and pass down survival
techniques to their children in the United States. Moreover, banning corporal punishment in the home does not change state laws or practices that allow for state agents to inflict violent death on Black children and parents. The concepts of intersectionality and anti-essentialism illustrate that the solution to protecting the rights of Black children in the home and in society is multifaceted and cannot be boiled down to just one thing. Critical race theory pushes legal scholars and the legal system to question how Black children’s dignity and safety can best be preserved within larger structural systems in need of reform or even eradication.

While several states have actively passed laws so that race, slavery, and structural racism cannot be taught in the public education system, there are efforts being made by children themselves to forge discussions with each other and their parents about how race impacts their communities and immediate environment. Efforts to reform policing and change hearts and minds may be the only way to address the larger societal problem of quashing the freedom and spirit of Black children. While racial realism may be accepted by some, children and their collective voices may force a new type of realism that parents cannot imagine because it has not been part of U.S. history. Abolition of the family regulation system could mean that community accountability for parents who genuinely need help with disciplining their children is not family separation, but provision of intersectional and interdisciplinary guidelines for managing children’s behavior. State recognition and acknowledgment of the role of law and policy in the creation of a feared environment for Black children could force a de-escalation of control tactics used in schools and neighborhoods such that parenting strategies and goals for children change from reinforcing strict compliance to engaged fulfillment.